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R EC O MM E ND S  



The Siam Experience 

As the only luxury resort to be located in the heart of 
Bangkok’s rarely seen palace and historical district, you have 
the unique opportunity to explore with us this unknown side of 
one of the world’s great cities.  

From the hotel, you can access either by foot, The Siam 
Boat Cruise or a short Tuk-Tuk ride, to some of the Kingdom's 
finest temples, monuments, palaces, museums, restaurants, 
markets, galleries, shopping and architecture. 

Slow travel is the norm here, where the journey is just as 
important as the destination. May we suggest that you: 

• Don’t overload your schedule; busy schedules can make 
you miss a new adventure 

• Keep mornings and evenings for exploring the neighbour-
hood. The rest of the day is best spent in The Opium Spa, 
poolside or perhaps taking a Muay Thai lesson in our gym 

• Stay out of taxis and avoid traffic; use The Siam Boat Cruise 
to access points of interest along the river. Our boat runs on 
a fixed schedule and can drop-off and pick-up anywhere 
along its route.  Once you arrive at The Siam you never need 
to get into another car until you leave 

• If you must use a car, The Siam has hotel limousines 
available 24 hours daily; 2 hours advance reservation is 
required. 

Listed here are some of our favourite things to do at The 
Siam, the neighbourhood and around Bangkok. 

Please enjoy.  



Transportation Options 

Hotel Car Volkswagen (5-seater) Van 

THB500++ per hour (no minimum hire), reservation is required in 
advance. 

Tuk Tuk 

THB300 net per hour (to be paid directly to the driver), 
requires a 3-hour minimum hire. 

 

Screening Room 

Enjoy a classic or new release in the comfort of The 
Siam's Screening Room. Your butler can assist to make the 
arrangements, including dining at the silver screen.  

  



Chon Thai Restaurant 

Chon is Thai for spoon; our symbol of service, dining and 
sharing. At our award-winning restaurant, you will be served a 
truly local home-cooked meal overlooking the Chao Phraya 
River and its spectacular sunsets. 

Set within a cluster of three century-old Thai teakwood 
houses which were once part of antique dealer and OSS agent 
Connie Mangksau’s home, this hallowed venue entertained 
global glitterati the likes of Jackie Kennedy, John Rockefeller, 
Roger Moore, William Holden, Henry Ford, to name but a few.  

 

Afternoon Tea at Café Cha 

 Too lazy to head out? Why not relax amongst The Siam’s 
unique collection of art and antiques. Make way down to Café 
Cha for the perfect surroundings and enjoy our take on the 
classic British tradition. 
 
  



Opium Spa & Wellbeing  

Experience pure bliss in Thailand’s award-winning Spa. 
Inspired by natural beauty, the Opium Spa links the discovery of 
one of the world’s most fascinating cultural environments to the 
health and wellbeing of our guests. 

We bring you exclusive Sodashi therapies and spa 
products that not only regenerate your skin, but also impart a 
profound sense of wellbeing to the spirit and mind. Unparalleled 
in performance and purity, Sodashi employs only the finest 
ethically-sourced essential oils and plant actives to visibly heal 
and nurture.   

Steam & Sauna 

Complimentary Steam & Sauna Services are available 
at Opium Spa & Wellbeing. Your butler can assist to make the 
arrangement. 

Muay Thai Class 

Over the past few years, Muay Thai (Thai kickboxing) has 
become one of the most popular forms of sport for wellness.  The 
Siam has built the first luxury Thai Kickboxing gym complete with 
ring and professional trainers. 

Sign up for a "trainer’s" work out.  This is truly an authentic 
Thai experience for the mind, body and  

  



Wellness at The Siam 

Energize your mind, body and spirit with our range of 
programs tailored to your specific needs by our in-house 
wellness trainer, Dr. Adrish Brahmadatta.  

Offering a refreshingly tranquil Bangkok setting, The Siam 
provides the perfect setting for a unique health and wellbeing 
centre focusing on Yoga, Ayurveda, Meditation and Reiki 
classes.  

With sessions available for all skill levels, from beginner to 
advanced, classes will leave you with a renewed sense of 
spiritual health, help to improve your natural fitness, and impart 
new skills to continue your wellness journey at home. 

About Dr. Adrish Brahmadatta – With multiple degrees 
in Yoga and Ayurvedic medicine, Dr. Adrish is a globally 
renowned wellness expert, yogi and Ayurvedic doctor.  
In addition to being a Reiki practitioner and meditation 
teacher, he is also a qualified trainer for Yogic cooking, 
Marma massage, and Mantra Chanting & Kirtans. Dr. 
Adrish has conducted workshops, retreats and trainings 
across the world. 

 

Yoga 

Class highlights include Asana & Pranayama (to 
understand the postures of Hatha Yoga and the importance of 
breathing), Surya Namaskar (a morning ritual to energize your 
body), Asthanga Vinyasa (for advanced students looking for 
additional strength, stamina and flexibility), among many 
others. 

  



Ayurveda 

Dr. Adrish is available for individual consultations, 
beginning with diagnosis to determine the appropriate 
Ayurvedic treatments required, including medicine, 
Panchakarma (detox), diet and lifestyle changes. 

 

Sak Yant – Traditional Thai Tattoos 

The Siam has integrated an ancient Thai tradition with 
the opening of a specially consecrated space devoted to the 
inking of sacred tattoos. 

Known as Sak Yan in Thai (and popularly spelt Sak Yant 
even though the “t” is always silent), the magical-religious 
designs in black ink can be traced back to two millennia ago. 

Yant is a traditional form of tattooing magical ancient 
geometric and deity symbols with Buddhist prayers onto the 
body. These yants impart magical powers for luck, protection, 
charisma, fortune and other powers onto the wearer. 

At our Sak Yant Studio, guests will be able to have 
tattoos done by one of the most talented Ajarns in Thailand, in 
the comfort and hygiene of The Siam's Opium Spa. 

Reservation is required one day in advance. 

  



The Siam Curio & Antiques Shop 

Curio will do just as its name suggests: stoke your 
curiosity! Delightful and different from what you will find in a 
standard hotel lobby, this quaint little shop is filled with precious 
finds from hotel owner Krissada Sukosol’s private warehouse 
inventory! 

If you’re looking for a gift with a difference and a Thai 
tale to tell, come take your pick, for yourself or someone you 
cherish.  

Curio offers a wonderful assortment of unique items to 
choose from including: very portable vintage travel posters, 
charming jewellery, antique home decorative items, clothes, 
Elephant Polo gear and trinkets with Siamese significance. 

See an antique that you like? Ask your butler to make an 
appointment for a special viewing.  

 

 

 

  



AROUND THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 

By boat, Tuk-Tuk and/ or by foot. A private guide is also 
available upon request. Please contact your Butler for more 
information.  

Night Flower Market (Pak Klong Talad) & Old Town 

Bangkok comes alive by night. Take our Siam Boat 
Cruise to Yodpiman Pier.  The flower market is a feast for the 
senses, an experience unmatched anywhere else in the world.  

Looking for a little pick me up? Pop in to Floral Cafe at 
Napasorn, for a great selection of homemade desserts. 

At the end of the tour, you can arrange a Tuk-Tuk which 
will take you around the gilded radiance, solitude and beauty 
of the Grand Palace by night. From there, make your way to 
Banglampoo for a walk along Phra Athit Road and its many 
walking street tributaries - stroll down to the festival-like Khao 
San Road, the global epicentre of backpacker hedonism.  

Shorts and t-shirt are probably best as it does get warm. 

Klongs, Grand Palace, Emerald Buddha, Wat Arun, Wat Pho 
(Reclining Buddha) 

Get an early start for this classic journey through the 
most famous of Bangkok's historic sites. Your guide and longtail 
boat can depart from The Siam Pier.  

  



Marble Temple & lunch at Krua Apsorn 

Depart from The Siam by Tuk-Tuk to the spectacular 
Marble Temple, Wat Benchamabophit.  

From there walk through the royal neighbourhood back 
to The Siam for lunch at Chon or to the legendary Krua Apsorn 
restaurant. 

Canal Tour  

Starting at The Royal Barge Museum, take the trip up 
Klong Bangkok Noi and Bangkok Yai to experience the floating 
market in the heart of this bustling city. Visit Baan Silapin – Artists’ 
House for cultural exploration before stopping by the world-
famous Temple of Dawn. We recommend that you embark on 
this tour just post breakfast at about 9:30 hr. before it gets too 
warm. 

Chinatown by Night  

Starting from Ratchawongse Pier, adventure through 
the bright lights and frenetic buzz that is Bangkok's Chinatown. 
Awaken all senses with endless flavour and smell from an array 
of street stalls. Whether you are looking to satisfy your sweet 
tooth or enjoy a proper meal, Chinatown is sure to cater to your 
cravings.  

Chinatown by Day  

For those wanting to explore deeper into this fascinating 
and vibrant neighbourhood, take a walk through the tightly 
packed alleyways of Sampeng Market - Bangkok's famous 
wholesale market where you can find inexpensive clothing, 
costumes, textiles, jewellery and so much more. 

  



EATING & DRINKING in the neighbourhood 

Krua Apsorn Thai - lunch, The Siam Boat Cruise, Tuk-Tuk or 
walking (closed on Sunday) 

This is the original homey, award-winning, royally 
patronised, everyday-Thai-food restaurant. Expect a clientele 
made up of fussy families and big-haired, middle-aged ladies, 
and a cuisine revolving around full-flavoured, largely seafood 
and vegetable-heavy central Thai dishes.  As one of the most 
famous restaurants in Thailand, this is a must for every visitor to 
The Siam.  At the very least, you must order: Green Curry Fish 
Balls, Stir-fried Crab Meat with Yellow Chili and String Beans, 
Crabmeat Omelette, Fried Giant River Prawns, and Larb 
Mushroom. 

We recommend taking our boat cruise (5 minutes) to 
Wat Rachathiwat Pier and walking 5 minutes through a 
beautiful old Bangkok neighbourhood.  

Kub Kao’ Kub Pla Thai - lunch & dinner, walking 

With a few outlets scattered around the city. Kub Kao’ 
Kub Pla is the Thais’ go-to-restaurant. The relaxed, yet, chic 
restaurant offers an abundance of wholesome "homemade" 
Thai dishes. Here are some of our favourite dishes; stir-fried 
cowslip creeper with egg, sun-dried baby shrimp and glass 
noodle, deep-fired turmeric marinated pork and Stir-fried 
chicken with cumin leaves. 

5 minutes away by foot. Located at Market Place Dusit 
- there is also a super market where you can find the essentials.  

  



Street Food Thai, walking (closed on Monday) 

Bangkok is famous for its world-renowned street food. 
The historical neighbourhood around The Siam is home to 
universities, medical schools, palaces, and all of the people that 
come with such institutions.  These students, doctors, palace 
guards, teachers, nurses, and military come from all corners of 
the Kingdom and they need to eat. 

To accommodate this diverse group and their equally 
diverse tastes, an army of street food vendors have come from 
all over the country, some as far as from Laos, to feed these 
people.  

However, because we are in the palace district, there 
is a need to maintain the serenity and order of the 
neighbourhood so all of these street food chefs and their carts 
have been designated a single street that has become the 
ultimate hub for street food in the district.  

That street just happens to be right in front of The Siam.  
It’s a real treat to go for a walk in the morning to see sights, hear 
the sounds and experience the smells and tastes of cuisines 
from across the Kingdom.  



EATING & DRINKING by the river 

Bangkok's riverfront was once the domain of derelict 
shop houses and street-side noodle joints (still delicious). These 
days though, cutting-edge restaurants are swinging open their 
doors by the shores of the Chao Phraya River. Stay out of 
Bangkok’s evening traffic and take The Siam Boat Cruise for an 
evening out. 

Steve Café Thai, dinner 

Don’t let the name deceive you, Steve Café is a local 
restaurant with an amazing selection of Thai dishes. Best to 
arrive by boat from The Siam and organize a taxi or Tuk-Tuk with 
the hotel to return.  Featuring stunning views of Rama IIX bridge, 
this restaurant has local charm, a relaxed feel and great food.  
Best enjoyed from sunset through dinner; avoid lunch as the 
restaurant faces the western sun and can be rather hot. 

Supanniga Eating Room Tha Tien Thai, dinner 

“Supanniga” (Thonglor) is known for its casual chic 
location and reliable Thai food. But if there’s one thing missing 
from that restaurant, it’s the view. Now that we have Supanniga 
Eating Room, it naturally makes this the riverside Thai restaurant 
we have all been waiting for!  

80/ 20 Dinner 

 After a complete revamp, 80/20 offers a refined, yet 
rustic experience. The “bad boy” of innovative cuisine recently 
received a 1 Michelin Star racking on theirs everchanging 
seasonal tasting menus. 80/20 champions local Thai produce, 
serving modern Thai dishes that will blow your mind! 

  



The Rooftop at Sala Rattanakosin Drinks, dinner 

The laidback ambience is perfect for a pre-dinner drink 
and snack. Looking on to the Temple of Dawn, the view from 
Sala Rattanakosin is second-to-none! A proper restaurant is also 
available on the lower floor, but our butler can recommend 
restaurants nearby should you wish to explore the area a bit 
more. Be warned! There is no elevator but it’s only 4 floors up - 
think of it as a little exercise to whet your appetite.  

Tep Bar Drinks, dinner 

Tep Bar joined Chinatown’s new-wave bar scene some 
years back. This restored shop-house has plenty of raw appeal, 
with mood lighting and simple wooden tables. Here, you'll find 
potent cocktails mixed with Thai fruits, herbs and spices. There's 
also a good line of home-infused Ya Dong (Thai herbal whisky) 
as well as a kitchen specialising in Thai tapas. Enjoy your night 
with live traditional Thai music.  



EATING & DRINKING ones we love 

Sühring Yen Akat, approximately 50 minutes by car 

Twins Thomas and Mathias Sühring offer the best of 
German fare inspired by family recipes, with the essence of 
Central European influences. The tasting menus in their “home” 
offers warm hospitality in a relaxed, yet elegant environment. 

    #11  #3 

Sorn Sukhumvit 26, approximately 50 minutes by car 

At Sorn, the ingredients, sourced daily from the 14 
provinces in the region, combine with cooking techniques 
indigenous to Southern Thailand are rediscovered in colourful 
dishes that honour the bounty of this fertile land and its rich 
gastronomic history. They are impossible to book though.  

     #48     #1 

Le Normandie Charoenkrung, approx. 40 minutes by car 

Been in business since 1958, Le Normandie is Bangkok’s original 
French fine dining restaurant. Think old-school glamour; gold 
fabrics, gold upholstered chairs, gold carpet and the 
chandeliers. The décor may be a little tacky but the dishes are 
absolutely divine.  

    #2 

Mezzaluna Charoenkrung, approx. 40 minutes by car 

Situated on the 65th floor, Mezzaluna offers sky-high-breath-
taking views. The creative and technically precise seven-course 
set menu is probably best describe as European delights meets 
Japanese precision with surprises.   

  



Chef’s Table Silom, 35 minutes by The Siam Boat + Tuk Tuk 

Aiming to be Thailand’s first 3 Michelin Star restaurant, Chef’s 
Table at Le Bua offers an exquisite cuisine with the panorama 
view of Bangkok’s skyline. Be ready to dress up and pay up as 
Chef Thierry lined your table with contemporary French menu, 
sprinkled with some European influences. Why not start your 
night at Pink Bar - located just across the hall.  

 

Bo.lan Thonglor, approximately 60 minutes by car 

Bo.lan got its name from Chef Duangporn’s nickname 
and second half of Dylan’s name. It is also a play on the Thai 
word for vintage. Bo.lan prides itself for working closely with 
local farmers and advocates the use of bio diversified produce. 
Beware… the trip to Bo.lan is quite a journey.  

    #19    #9 

Le Du Silom, approximately 40 minutes by car 

The name may sound French but “Le Du” is actually a  
Thai word (season). Headed by Chef Ton, the 4 or 6-course 
modern Thai tasting menu emphasises on centuries-old culinary 
culture and the best seasonal produce. We recommend that 
you dash next door to Namsah for a couple of drinks.  

    #4     #8 

Paste Ratchadamri, approximately 40 minutes by car 

Chef ‘Bee’ Bongkoch and husband, Jason Bailey spent 
years painstakingly studying the evolution of Thai cuisine, 
discovering century-old recipes and long-forgotten techniques 
in the process. 

    #28     #14 



Saneh Jaan Witthayu, approximately 40 minutes by car 

Traditional Thai fine dining done right. Located on Wireless 
Road’s Glasshouse food complex, this elegantly designed, high-
ceilinged dining hall is lined with photo of attractions around the 
country. Prices can be quite high but by no means extravagant, 
and the food lives up to expectations. 

  

Jay Fai Mahachai, approximately 30 minutes by car 

Led by a 70-year-old lady named Jay Fai, this shop-
house restaurant was recently featured on Street Food (Netflix), 
and is one of Bangkok’s street-food legend. Warning! The 
queue could be a long while but you can watch the energetic 
Jay Fai works her magic in her open kitchen. 

  

Saawaan Suanphlu, approximately 50 minutes by car 

Chef Aom won her 1st Michelin star within her first year of 
operation. The “elevated street food” caused plenty of buzz in 
the industry. Her 10-course multi-layered dishes are both 
delicious and beautiful. Starting at THB1,950++ per person they 
are the cheapest Michelin-star tasting menu in town!  

   #13 

Nahm Sathorn, approximately 50 minutes by car 

 Nahm values the strong, fresh flavours of traditional Thai 
cuisine, and delivers surprising tastes and textures in dishes of all 
varieties, whether savoury or sweet. The kitchen is run by Chef 
Pim, a reputable Thai food blogger. They’ve switched up and 
only offer set menu.  

  #20 



 Canvas Thonglor, approximately 60 minutes by car 

Locally sourced and seasonally sophistication of fine dining is 
the backbone of Canvas. The 6 or 9-course tasting menus is best 
enjoyed around the glistening kitchen bar. Try the wine pairing 
option to match the seriously bold and inventive flavours on the 
plate. Pop over to Sing Sing Theater for a fun night out. 

   #12 

Ginza Sushi Ichi Ratchadamri, approximately 35 minutes by car 

This sushi restaurant belongs to a group that started in Tokyo with 
branches in Bangkok, Jakarta and Singapore. Sushi Ichi treats 
you to uncompromisingly authentic omakase-style sushi with fish 
flown in daily from Toyosu Market. Watch as the chefs in 
traditional outfits wield elegant knives and scrape fresh wasabi. 

  

Gaggan Anand Phrom Phong, approximately 60 minutes by car 

Gaggan 2.0! With the closing of Gaggan (2 Michelin Stars 
restaurant), Chef Gaggan got his new and independent 
restaurant up and running in just 60 days! Offering an all new 25-
course seasonal tasting menu, the new joint will surely be back 
on any list before long. Be warned, his place is tuck away on 
Bangkok’s busiest road, your journey may take up to 1.5 hours. 

 The Plate   #5 

Nusara Tha Tien, 35 minutes by The Siam Boat + Tuk Tuk 

The newest venture by chef Thitid ‘Ton’ of Le Du. Named after 
his grandmother, Nusara is a tribute to his culinary inspiration. 
The atmospheric dining room seats just 10 guests in an intimate 
setting that blends the glamour of a bygone era with a splash 
of modernity. The 12-course tasting menu is to-die-for! 

 The Plate   #20 



Issaya Siamese Club Ngam Duplee, approximately 40 minutes by car 

Chef Ian is one of Thailand’s first international celebrity chefs. 
Issaya Siamese Club offers plenty of outstanding signatures 
dishes but the Yum Hua Plee - banana blossom and palm heart 
salad - is not to be missed!  

 The Plate  

Lin-Fa Sri Ayutthaya, approximately 30 minutes by car 

 The Sukosol, our sister property, houses one of Bangkok’s 
most beloved Chinese Restaurant. For nearly 3 decades, guests 
at Lin-Fa have enjoyed outstanding Chinese cuisine against a 
beautiful backdrop of museum-quality antiques and art. If you 
are a fan of all-you-can-eat dim sum be sure to opt in for the 
weekend luncheons! 

 

 

 

 

 Micheline Guide, Thailand 

With the support of the Thai Tourism Authority, the guide showcases the best 
of Thailand’s dining establishments from casual street food to fine-dining 
creations by renowned local & foreign celebrity chefs. 

 

   Asia’s Best 50 Restaurants 

Launched in 2013, the list is created by the Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants 
Academy, an influential group of over 300 leaders in the restaurant industry 
across Asia, each selected for their expert opinion of Asia’s restaurant 
scene. 

 

   BK Top Table 

This is an independent ranking of Bangkok’s 100 best restaurants, as voted 
by a panel of industry experts with zero interference from sponsors. Thirty 
serious foodies sit on the Top Tables panel each year - over half of are Thai. 



NOTABLE ROOFTOP BAR… because everyone asks 

 Bangkok is known for her abundance of rooftop bars. 
Why not catch the glittering lights of Bangkok at some of our 
favourites? 

The Speakeasy Rooftop Bar – Hotel Muse, Langsuan Drinks 

The “secret” bar offers a view of Bangkok’s city skyline; 
being smacked in the city central’s hi-end residential lane you 
may just be able to peek into the life of a Bangkokian.  

 
Moon Bar & Vertigo TOO – Banyan Tree Hotel, Sathorn Drinks  

 One of the most sought-after rooftops with an amazing 
view of Bangkok’s financial district. Vertigo TOO is a great 
alternative on a rainy day.  

 
HI-SO – SO Sofitel, Sathorn Drinks 

 If you are looking for a park view rooftop, look no further. 
HI-SO bar overlooks the greenery of Bangkok’s Lumpini park – 
dubbed the “lungs of Bangkok”. Great place to people watch.    

 
Sky Bar, Alfresco 64 & Pink Bar – Le Bua, Silom Drinks 

 Popularised by the notorious “The Hangover” film, Sky 
Bar is pretty much overcrowded at all times. That said, it does 
offer an amazing view of the Chao Phraya River. Maybe pop 
up for a quick look and dash down to Alfresco 64, a whisky bar 
with a view or Pink Bar, an elegant champagne bar for a more 
relaxing glamourous evening. 

 



Mahanakhon Skywalk, Sathorn Drinks 

Located at the top of King Power Mahanakhon Building, 
Mahanakhon SkyWalk is Thailand’s highest observation deck at 
314 meters. Offering 360º degree panoramic view from indoor 
and outdoor observation deck. Do not expect proper seating. 
Just grab a drink from the “canteen” bar and enjoy the view 
from the highest point in town. Be warned, the way out is a bit 
of a wild duty-free shopping maze. 

 

THREESIXTY – Millennium Hilton, Charoen Nakorn Drinks 

This may be just another hotel’s rooftop bar but 
THREESIXTY does offer an amazing perspective of Bangkok as 
they are located on the “opposite side” of the river. It is also a 
great stop for pre/ post-dinner drinks if you are dining at Never 
Ending Summer. Probably the best rooftop with The Siam boat 
cruise access.  

   



SHOPPING 

River City Shopping Centre 

River City is a four-story antique mall overlooking the 
Chao Phraya River. It specializes in antiques, collectibles and a 
good range of fashion and jewellery shops. A well-known 
landmark on the Chao Phraya riverbank, River City has been 
around since 1984.  Many antique shop owners here are 
pioneers of the trade and can offer expert advice on their 
products, whether they’re genuine antiques or modern 
reproductions. 

• Beyond The Mask: Ask for Khun May, located on the 3rd 
floor.  They have the best SE Asian collection of objets d’art.  

• The Verandah and Beyond: Wood masks, lacquer, silver 
and stone jewellery, wood figures and Buddhist decorative 
items from Burma, Laos and Thailand (3rd floor). 

• The Old Time Antiques: Imagine what the estate sales of old 
aristocratic Thai mansions would be like and this shop on the 
4th floor is it.  Ask for Khun Vichai and give yourself a few 
hours. 

Be advised that it is illegal to remove any image of the 
Buddha from Thailand without a permit from the fine arts 
department.   

We recommend not trying to export antique Buddha 
icons out of the country as it could be very difficult, expensive 
and time consuming. 

Please note that a handful of shops are closed on Sundays 

  



ICON SIAM 

 This new and fancy skyscraper is probably the best luxury 
shopping mall along the riverside. ICON SIAM is also home to 
the first Siam Takashimaya department store with selected 
goods from Japan. Be sure not to miss out on SOOK Siam, the 
outdoor indoor floating market come fully loaded with local 
artisan produce and products.  

 

Thai Home Industries 

On the street between The Oriental Hotel and OP Place 
is an old wooden warehouse.  Dark and dusty and full of charm, 
this is Thai Home Industries.  For the best in rustic cutlery, bowls 
and hand-made metal work, this is the place to go; shopping 
here is so much fun.  The children of the owners are educated 
in California, so communication in English is a breeze.   

 

ANTIQUE HUNT 

Artisans at Silom Village Ratchada Road 

Ask for the owner Khun Kae.  One of the best collections 
of SE Asian antiques and objects to be found anywhere.  
Located in the middle of the ground floor on the left side, it looks 
like an old cluttered curio shop. 

 
House of Chao Soi Decho between Silom & Surawong Roads 

This is where some of The Siam’s collection of furniture 
has come from.  The butlers will be happy to arrange a private 
showing with the Madame of the House, Khun Chao.  



CREATIVE SPACES 

Warehouse 30 by The Siam Boat Cruise 

The 4,000 sqm space of abandoned World War II Era 
Warehouses got some love from Jam Factory’s owner, 
“starchitect” Duangrit Bunnag. Warehouse 30 is a web of stores, 
restaurants, art spaces as well as other creative endeavours. 

The indoor market showcases everything from chairs to 
bags and accessories from local designers, and vintage WWII 
military products. F&B options include quality salads, 
sandwiches & burgers, soups, locally-sourced fruits, vegetables 
and superfoods. 

 

Chatuchak Weekend Market (JJ Market) 

Originally a flea market started in the 1950s by a former 
prime minister who wanted to put a flea market into every 
town in Thailand, Chatuchak, more affectionately known as 
JJ Market, is now the largest market in Thailand. 
 

Only open on the weekends, with over 5000 stalls, selling 
everything from clothing to pets, antiques, plants, amulets, and 
plenty of food and drink. The market is now a highly touristy 
affair, hot, crowded, and no longer dirt cheap. Yet it is still a 
great place to people watch, find something you don't have to 
buy, and the latest addition of impromptu cafes for sipping a 
cappuccino or having a cold beer and watching the world go 
by make it worth an afternoon visit.  



GALLERY  

ATTA Gallery by The Siam Boat Cruise 

The name, ATTA, means "self" in Pali - an ancient Indian 
language that is also widely used in the Thai language. ATTA 
Gallery works to emphasize the meaning of the Gallery’s name 
by promoting self-expression of artists as well as wearers alike.  

ATTA Gallery exhibits pieces of wearable art made by 
jewelry artists/ designers - both established and new talents, 
local and international. 

 

Bangkok Art & Culture Centre 

BACC visualizes itself as a center of cultural diversity for 
a sustainable social development. If you are around Jim 
Thompson House, MBK or Siam Paragon, do stop by. BACC’s 
exhibitions are ever changing with established and up-and-
coming artists.  

  



TAILORING SERVICE 

The Cotton House OP Place by The Siam Boat Cruise 

Located at Oriental Place, this is the go-to tailor for 
replicating women's clothes of the finest quality. Take The Siam 
Boat to the Oriental Public Pier and walk 5 minutes to Oriental 
Place Shopping Centre, first floor on the left, and ask for Mrs 
Reed.  Once you have your initial designs done, the tailor will 
be happy to come do your fittings at The Siam. 

 

World Group Tailor OP Place by The Siam Boat Cruise 

Since 1969, their philosophy has been to excel in the art 
of tailoring to its perfection. For more than 40 years, they have 
been serving world renowned royalties, statesmen, dignitaries 
as well as their valued long-time patrons who regard the art of 
dressing well as a vital part of modern living in style.  

Located behind The Oriental Hotel, the shop is a quick 
boat trip from The Siam to the Oriental Public Pier. 

  



NIGHTLIFE 

Sing Sing Theatre 

This bar-cum-club is one of Bangkok’s most creative 
interior design concepts. Paying homage to far Eastern 
aesthetics, you can expect intricate wrought iron patterns, 
hundreds of lanterns hanging from the ceiling and plenty of 
dragon imagery to go with the ‘Muses’ (elegant girls in Chinese 
Qipao). There is a big push into concept parties at Sing Sing too, 
with themes like Underwater or Carnival being completely 
immersive experiences and a whole lot of fun. 

Much like Maggie Choo, the crowd is a mix of upper-
class Thais, expats, and tourist. 

 

Iron Balls Gin Parlour 

 A gin lover must! The man behind this operation is the 
renowned bar designer and master distiller, Ashley Sutton – he 
designed the 2 bars mentioned earlier as well. They are 
probably best known for their classic Gentleman’s Club look, 
dark wooden surfaces, velvet panels and leather armchairs. 

 

Crimson Room 

 An Art Deco inspired cocktail den by the team behind 
Rabbit Hole and Liberation. The swanky, cabaret-style bar puts 
on live shows every Wednesday to Saturday, including jazz & 
blue bands, DJ sets as well as other musical and entertainment 
acts. The strategically positioned stadium-style seating on three 
different level, vaulted ceilings featuring huge chandeliers, plus 
the plush red velvet fabrics adds to the Gatsby-esque vibe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Beware of scammers on the piers: The Siam staff will NEVER approach you on the pier to 
offer any services other than the complimentary boat cruise. Anyone that does this is not 
associated with The Siam. We recommend not engaging them and their services, and just 
continue on your way. 

 

 

For Taxi 

กรุณาพาไปสง่ที. โรงแรม เดอะ สยาม ตั 2งอยู่บนถนนขาว 
หลังโรงพยาบาลวชริะ กลับรถใตส้ะพานกรุงธน (ซงัฮี2) ฝั.งพระนคร 
โรงแรมอยู่ดา้นซา้ยมอื ใกลท้างมา้ลาย เลี2ยวซา้ยเขา้ประตูที. 2 
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